One-dimensional (1D) electronic states were discovered on 1D surface atomic structure of Bi fabricated on semiconductor InSb(001) substrates by angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES). The 1D state showed steep, Dirac-cone-like dispersion along the 1D atomic structure with a finite direct bandgap opening as large as 150 meV. Moreover, spin-resolved ARPES revealed the spin polarization of the 1D unoccupied states as well as that of the occupied states, the orientation of which inverted depending on the wave vector direction parallel to the 1D array on the surface. These results reveal that a spin-polarized quasi-1D carrier was realized on the surface of 1D Bi with highly efficient backscattering suppression, showing promise for use in future spintronic and energy-saving devices. The suppression of BS on topological surface states is due to its typical spin-polarized structure. Since nonmagnetic scatterers cannot cause any spin inversion in elastic scattering, direct BS is forbidden in spin-polarized Dirac states on TIs ( Fig. 1(a) ) [4]. Because of this BS suppression, high-speed and dissipation-free conduction via topological surface states is expected. However, a two-dimensional (2D) state is not suitable to achieve a perfect dissipation-free conduction because of the scattering towards obliquely backward directions which results in a finite non-parallel spin component between the initial/final states [5]. Such obliquely BS is absent for 1D system such as the 1D topological edge states on 2D TIs [6]. However, the details of the electronic structure of such edge states, such as band dispersion and spin-orbital polarizations, is not clear yet because of experimental difficulty to access the 1D state localized in the very small area on the edge of 2D materials.
For the past decade, electronic states showing Dirac cone (DC)-type dispersion with very steep dispersion and extremely high carrier mobility have been one of the topics of much interest in solid-state physics [1, 2] . The surface states of topological insulators (TI) [2] are regarded as promising candidates for future spintronic technologies because of their characteristic helical spin polarization and suppression of backscattering (BS) [3, 4] .
The suppression of BS on topological surface states is due to its typical spin-polarized structure. Since nonmagnetic scatterers cannot cause any spin inversion in elastic scattering, direct BS is forbidden in spin-polarized Dirac states on TIs ( Fig. 1(a) ) [4] . Because of this BS suppression, high-speed and dissipation-free conduction via topological surface states is expected. However, a two-dimensional (2D) state is not suitable to achieve a perfect dissipation-free conduction because of the scattering towards obliquely backward directions which results in a finite non-parallel spin component between the initial/final states [5] . Such obliquely BS is absent for 1D system such as the 1D topological edge states on 2D TIs [6] . However, the details of the electronic structure of such edge states, such as band dispersion and spin-orbital polarizations, is not clear yet because of experimental difficulty to access the 1D state localized in the very small area on the edge of 2D materials.
In parallel to the 2D TIs, the quasi-1D (Q1D) states in highly anisotropic materials have been reported recently, such as vicinal surfaces of Bi single crystal [9, 10] and Bi 4 I 4 which is a 3D TI with a Q1D lattice [9] . In both cases, the Q1D surface states showed DC-like very steep dispersion. Moreover, clear spin polarization is observed normal to the wave vector, along with its inversion with respect to the center of its surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) for vicinal Bi surfaces. This would be due to the strong spin-orbit interaction (SOI) of Bi. These features suggest ideal suppression of BS, as depicted on the right side of Fig. 1(a) , and thus the Q1D surface states on Bi and related compounds are regarded as a promising template to realize ballistic spin-polarized transport.
For practical application of such 1D Dirac states, tuning its electronic structure, especially to introduce the bandgap on the gapless DC, is essential for various devices such as transistors and photodetectors. Various approaches are ongoing for this purpose, e.g. searching for new materials with large bandgaps like transition-metal dichalcogenides [10] , or the use of magnetic order to open a gap in the gappless DC [11] . For the electronic states of Bi, ultrathin layers grown on semiconductor substrates [12] are known to exhibit clear quantum-well states and be applicable to tune the photoelectron spin-polarization from the 2D surface states [13] .
In this letter, we report the surface electronic states localized in Q1D surface of Bi fabricated on semiconductor InSb(001) substrates investigated by angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES). The surface electronic state shows a strongly anisotropic Q1D energycontour shape with steep DC-like dispersion. Unlike its single-crystal counterparts, a finite bandgap opening as large as 150 meV for the direct gap is observed for the Q1D states. Moreover, spin-resolved ARPES (SARPES) reveals the spin polarization of the 1D unoccupied and occupied states, as expected for low-dimensional states with strong SOI. The spin polarization normal to the wave vector inverts its sign in the reciprocal space with respect to the normal emission. These results suggest that the Q1D Bi/InSb(001) surface has spin-polarized carriers with high mobility and highly efficient BS suppression, making it promising for advanced spintronic and energy-saving devices. The Bi surfaces were prepared by evaporating 5 to 20 monolayers (ML) of Bi on the clean surface of InSb(001) substrates (detailed methods for sample preparation as well as measurements of surface atomic and electronic structures are provided in the supplemental materials (SM) [14] ). After Bi evaporation, the low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern changed from c(8×2) (Fig.  1(b) ), consistent with the clean surface of InSb(001) [20] , to streaks along [110] (Fig. 1(c) ). The inter-streak spacing along [110] is nearly the same as that between integerorder spots of the c(8×2) pattern, suggesting that the surface lattice constant along [110] is somehow kept in the Bi layers.
Figure 1(d) shows topographic scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of Bi layers with thicknesses of 5 ML, showing 1D anisotropic surface structures. Needlelike 1D structure with a width of a few atoms are fabricated on the surface. From the atomically resolved image (the inset in Fig. 1(d) ) the inter-atomic distance along [110] is estimated to be 4.5±0.1Å while that along [110] is 4.0±0.1Å forming a rectangular unit cell. These lattice constants are consistent with those of a Bi single crystal truncated across the bisectrix axis ((112) rhombohedral index, 4.54×3.94Å [21] ). The line profile across the 1D structure (see Fig. 1 (e) ) shows that the height of the 1D structure is ∼2Å, suggesting that these needlelike surface 1D structures are formed with corrugated single atoms as observed in vicinal surfaces of Bi single crystals [9, 10] . Note that the nearest neighbour distance in the Bi single crystal is 3.1Å. The difference of the Bi/InSb(001) surface from the vicinal Bi surfaces is that the spacings between the 1D corrugations show no clear periodicity along [110] . These STM results correspond well with the LEED pattern in Fig. 1(c) , which shows surface periodicity along [110] but no periodicity along [110] . In the following part, we present the surface electronic structure of Bi films thicker than 10 ML, which is almost identical to those of the 5 ML film. The evolution of the surface atomic and electronic structures with Bi thickness is shown in SM. Figure 2 shows the electronic structure of the Q1D Bi surfaces obtained by ARPES measurements. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the Bi/InSb(001) surface hosts a strongly anisotropic constant energy contour at a binding energy of 100 meV. −1 , independent of the photon energy, showing that this state is a surface state with no dispersion along the surface normal. Combined with the energy contour shape in Fig. 2(a) , the surface state has almost 1D character just below the Fermi level. The dashed line in Fig. 2(b) indicates another feature around the Fermi level with three-dimensional dispersion, which probably originates from bulk-like states localized in the Bi layers. , parallel to the 1D surface structure shown in Fig. 1(d) , the surface state shows steep and almost linear dispersion as the lower part of DC. In contrast, the dispersion of the surface state along [110] , the direction perpendicular to the 1D structure, is small. The binding energy of the surface-state band atΓ is around 100 meV and disperses −1 , the band dispersion is almost flat. At first glance, such small, but non-zero dispersion may appear to contradict with the streaky LEED pattern as well as nearly random spacing between the stripes shown in the STM image (see Fig. 1 ). However, the 1D structure of Bi is limited to the topmost atom, as observed by the STM line profile ( Fig. 1(e) ), and hence it is natural to assume a finite contribution from subsurface layers which could couple the 1D electronic states in each 1D arrays. Such effect from subsurface states would cause the weak surface-state dis- −1 (the detailed data is shown in SM), while the indirect gap decreases to ∼50 meV between 0.0 and 0.4Å −1 due to the small Q1D-state dispersion along [110] . The nearly flat dispersion of VBM shown in Fig. 2 (d) strongly suggests that the bandgap opens at any points in this region of the reciprocal space. Note that no other surface state dispersing across the Fermi level was observed in the other area of the reciprocal space probed in this work. We did not find any significant change of the electronic states for the Bi/InSb(001) samples thicker than 5 ML (see SM for details). Such behaviour is different from the thicknessdependent modification of the Bi surface electronic structure on the other substrates [13] .
Although similar DC-like surface states were observed on vicinal Bi single crystals [9, 10] , no gap at the Dirac point has been reported. Such gap would come from the different surface atomic structure. The vicinal surfaces showed uniform long-range order both along and perpendicular to the 1D surface array. In contrast, the 1D Bi arrays with its width of a few atoms on Bi/InSb(001) show no surface periodicity along [110] as shown in Fig.  1 (c, d) (the case is similar for the thicker films, as shown in SM). While they are not completely isolated to each other as indicated by the small dispersion along k //[110] (Fig. 2 (d) ), such random surface corrugation could perturb the surface states forming the gap on it. In order to consider this possibility to tune the bandgap on the Q1D states of Bi Q1D surfaces, research on the other substrates, possibly the other III-V semiconductors with similar surface atomic structure but slightly different lattice constants, is desirable.
To obtain further insight into the Q1D surface states, their spin polarizations were observed by SARPES at room temperature, as shown in Fig. 4 . We observed the spin-resolved MDCs along [110] at three points: k //[110] = 0 and ±0.3Å −1 . The spin polarizations for each state were resolved along [110] . As illustrated in Fig. 4(a-c) , the Q1D surface states showed clear spin polarizations. The signs of the S x spin polarization are the same at any k //[110] and they are inverted with respect to k //[110] = 0.0Å −1 . At room temperature, we also observed the photoelectrons from the states above E F , as shown in Fig.  3 . The spin polarizations of such states are presented in Fig. 4(d) and (e) . Although the errors for the spin polarizations of the states above E F are much larger than those for the occupied states, finite spin polarizations are clearly observed. The signs of the spin polarizations are the same at k //[110] = 0 and 0.3Å −1 and they are the opposite to those of the states below E F . At k //[110] = 0 A −1 , the spin polarization of the surface band is canceled out (see SM for spin-resolved energy distribution curves). We have also measured the spin polarization along the other orientations and found finite polarizations. However, because of the lack of the consistency with the observed band dispersions by spin-integrated ARPES or the time-reversal symmetry, we concluded that the spin polarizations along the other directions are strongly affected by the so-called final-state effect of SARPES [6] [7] [8] . Detailed discussion in this point is shown in SM.
These spin-polarized characteristics of the Q1D surface states make them a promising candidate for highly efficient BS suppression. Although the BS suppression might not be perfect because the S x polarization is smaller than unity, the suppression should be better than in the 2D case depicted in Fig. 1(a) . Moreover, the Bi Q1D state should also be an ideal playground for spinpolarized carrier formation and/or tuning by photons, which is attractive for opto-spintronics. Because the upper part of the spin-polarized surface state is unoccupied, one could excite the polarized carriers by infrared photon injection. We hope that future quantitative research to produce and tune the spin-polarized carriers in the Q1D unoccupied states will provide further insight into opt-spintronics of low-dimensional states.
In summary, we discovered the quasi-1D electronic states on the Bi/InSb(001) surfaces with 1D needle-like surface atomic structure. The quasi-1D states showed steep Dirac-cone-like dispersion along the 1D surface structure with a finite bandgap opening as large as 150 meV for the direct gap. Moreover, the spin polarizations of the Q1D unoccupied and occupied states were observed. The spin orientation was inverted depending on the wave vector direction parallel to the 1D structure and some spin components changed significantly depending on the incident photon geometry. These results suggest that spin-polarized carrier formation, which can possibly be tuned by external fields such as photon polarizations, and highly efficient BS suppression occurred in the Q1D surface states of Bi, making them attractive for use in future spintronic and energy-saving devices.
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Supplementary material for: Spin-polarized quasi 1D state with finite bandgap on the Bi/InSb(001) surface
Experimental methods
InSb(001) substrates were cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering and annealing up to 680 K until the c(8×2) low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern was observed. Then, Bi was evaporated at room temperature from a Knudsen cell. The Bi evaporation rate was estimated by a quartz microbalance as well as known LEED patterns on Si(111) [1] and Ge(111) [2] : In this work, one monolayer (ML) is defined as the atom density of bulktruncated InSb(001). Surface atomic structures before and after the Bi evaporation were observed by LEED and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). The STM measurement was performed by using an LT-STM (Omicron NanoTechnorogy GmbH) operated at 77 K in an ultrahigh vacuum with constant-current mode.
The surface electronic structures of the Bi/InSb(001) surfaces and their spin polarizations were measured with angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) and spin-resolved ARPES (SARPES). ARPES measurements were performed with a He lamp, synchrotron radiation at the CASSIOPÉE beamline of Synchrotron SOLEIL (photon energies ranged from 15 to 80 eV), and a laser system providing 6.994-eV photons at the Institute for Solid-State Physics (ISSP), the University of Tokyo. The overall energy resolutions were better than 10 meV with the He lamp and laser and 20 meV for synchrotron radiation. The SARPES measurements were performed using the laser-SARPES machine at ISSP [3] . The energy resolution of the laser-SARPES setup was better than 20 meV and the Sherman function was set to 0.3.
Atomic and electronic structure depending on the amout of evaporated Bi Figure S1 is the LEED patterns and STM images of the Bi nanoribbons grown on InSb(001) substrates at various thicknesses. As shown in the LEED patterns, the streaks along [110] are observed at any thicknesses. At 5 ML, there are the other weak features along [110] . These features would be due to the co-existing region with thinner Bi thickness: possibly (1×3) or c(2×6) surfaces [4, 5] with Bi thickness around 1 ML. Since the Bi/InSb(001) surfaces studied in this work were not annealed to high temperature, it is natural that the surface is not completely homogenious with variety of the Bi thickness, as observed in the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images in Fig. S1 (e) and 1 (f). At 5 and 10 ML, one can also find sharp spots as indicated by the arrows in Figs. S1 (a) and S1 (b). These spots appears at the same positions as the integer-order spots of the InSb(001) sub- strates. They would come from InSb(001) substrates, since they disappear at higher thicknesses.
Figures S1 (e) and (f) shows the STM images at 5 and 10 ML. The blurred image at 10 ML is caused by the different STM-tip condition. At 10 ML, the 1D surface array tends to bunch together forming larger corrugations on the surface than those on the 5 ML surface. However, one can find the common feature at both surfaces, the 1D surface structure with its width of a few atoms. As shown in the following, the electronic structure showed no significant change depending on the Bi thickness above 5 ML. It suggests that this 1D array is the essential surface atomic structure for the quasi-1D Dirac-like surface states discussed in this work. Figure S2 shows the constant energy contours around the binding energy of 100 meV by angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) with 5-20 ML Bi. As shown there, the one-dimensional (1D) feature at k [110] (a) 
= 0Å
−1 does not change depending on the evaporated Bi amounts. The 1D feature at 5 ML is a little weaker than the others, possibly because of the coexistence with the other surfaces as observed by LEED (Fig. S1 (a) ). However, from ARPES measurements, no features derived from the other surfaces, such as metallic states on Bi/InSb(001)-(1×3) [5] , were observed around the Fermi level. Therefore, the most area of the surface should be covered with Bi nanoribbons even at 5 ML. Above 10 ML, one cannot find any difference between each other from the constant energy contours. In addition to the 1D surface state, there is a broad intensity around (k [110] , k [110] ) = (-0.6Å −1 , 0.2Å −1 ) at any thicknesses. Such feature was not observed at the other photon energies (see Fig.  2 (a) in the main text) and hence it would be due to the three-dimensional, bulk-like states of the Bi layers. others and it would be due to the limtied area of the Bi 1D structure at this thickness. The thicker samples show almost identical dispersions. In summary, all the results from LEED, STM, and ARPES suggest that the 1D surface state with the Bi thickness above 10 ML is not influenced by the thickness of the Bi layers. The surface atomic/electronic structures of 5 ML is almost identical to but slightly weaker than those at higher thicknesses. It suggests that the Q1D Bi/InSb(001) structure requires the Bi average thickness above 10 ML to cover the whole surface.
Temperature dependence of surface state Figure S4 (a) shows the 2D ARPES intensity plot taken at 300 and 400 K at k //[110] = 0.0Å −1 . As shown there, the dispersion of the Q1D state is almost the same at higher temperature, comparing with those at low temperature (31 K or lowewr, in this work). To be more precise, we compared the ARPES energy distribution curves (EDCs) at each temperature (Figs. S4 (b-d) ). As shown there, the position of the valence-band maximum (VBM) at k //[110] = 0Å −1 slightly moves downwards (∼50 meV) at high temperature. Note that the VBM at 15 K is still away from the Fermi level and such a small energy shift does not make any changes in the whole discussion in the main text; Dirac-cone-like steep and quasi-1D surface bands with finite bandgap and spin polarization. Fig. S5 (b) ), one can observe the similar dispersion as observed by laser (hν = 6.994 eV, Fig. S5 (a) ), suggesting that the upper cone is also a surface state without dispersion along the surface normal. This different intensity would be due to the photoexcitation coross section depending on the incident photon energies. bands does not close in this region. From this data, it is proved that the Q1D Dirac-like state studied in this work holds finite bandgap in the wide range of the reciplocal space.
Spin-resolved energy distribution curves (Fig. 4) .
Along the S y and S z orientations, the polarizations are almost negligible at k //[110] = 0.0Å −1 but become evident at k //[110] = ±0.3Å −1 . The spin polarization along S y does not correspond to the surface band dispersion, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and the MDC peak positions in nate from the photoexcitation process, the so-called finalstate effect. It is known that the spin polarization of photoelectrons strongly depends on the polarization of incident photons as well as the photon energies, as observed for various spin-polarized surface states [6] [7] [8] . As depicted in Fig. S7(l) , we changed the polar angle of the substrate for different k //[110] points, causing the in-plane (out-of-plane) component of the electric field from incident photons to become dominant for positive (negative) k // [110] values. The drastic change of the S z spin component at k //[110] = ±0.3Å −1 might be related to these different incident electric fields. Based on this framework, one may think that the spin polarizations along S x are also an artifact due to the final-state effect. However, the S x spin polarization values does not change so much at any k //[110] (that is, with different photon-incident geometries), and thus these S x spin polarizations would originates from the initial states. Actually, the spin polarizations along S x were observed from the similar but gapless Q1D Dirac-cone-like states on Bi vicinal surfaces measured with different experimental geometry as well as the photon energies [9, 10] . It also supports the origin of the spin polarization along S x from its initial state.
As shown in the S z polarization in Fig. S7 (f) and (i), the spin polarization orientations of the Q1D surface states are strongly influenced by the incident photon polarization. It was recently shown that the spin polarization of photoelectrons can be controlled by incident photon polarizations with large degree of freedom [8] and it would be natural to assume that the same effect is applicable for photo-induced carrier formation by infrared photons. Thanks to this, one might be able to tune the spin polarization of photoexcited electrons by controlling the polarization of pump (infrared) photons.
